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COMPENSATION MANAGEMENTCOMPENSATION MANAGEMENT

CHAPTER 1 (Study unit 1)
THE PAY MODEL

1

Chapter Topics

• Compensation:  Definition

• Forms of Pay

• A Pay Model

• Book Plan

• Your Turn: Glamorous Internships, or House Elves?
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Learning Objectives

After studying Chapter 1, students should be able to:

• Explain how perceptions of compensation differ among society, stockholders,

managers and employees.

• Discuss the difference between cash compensation (direct compensation) and

benefits (indirect compensation) and define each of the direct and indirect forms of

compensation.

• Explain how the employment relationship combines both transactional and relational

returns to form an implicit contract between employers and employees.

• Identify and describe the three main components of a pay model.

• Understand how the pay model integrates objectives, policies, and techniques into a

compensation system.

• Distinguish empirical research from surveys and opinions.

3

Key Questions and Issues

• How differing perspectives affect our views of compensation

• Definition of compensation

– The meaning of compensation most appropriate from an employee's

view: return, reward, or entitlement

• Examining “network of returns” a college offers an instructor

• Four policy issues in the pay model

– Objectives of the pay model

• Forms of pay received from workForms of pay received from work
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Contrasting Perspectives of Compensation

Society’s 
Views

Stockholders’ 
ViewsViews Views

Employees’ 
Views

Managers’ 
Views

5

Compensation: Definition
• Society

– Pay as a measure of justice

– Benefits as a reflection of justice in society

Job losses (or gains) attributed to differences in compensation– Job losses (or gains) attributed to differences in compensation

– Belief that pay increases lead to price increases

• Stockholders

– Using stock to pay employees creates a sense of ownership

– Linking executive pay to company performance supposedly increases 

stockholders' returns

• Managers

– A major expense

– Used to influence employee behaviors and to improve the organization's 

performance
6
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Compensation: Definition (cont.)

• Employees

– Major source of financial security

– Return in an exchange between employer and themselves

E i l f b i l f h– Entitlement for being an employee of the company

– Reward for a job well done

• Global Views – Vive la différence

– China: Traditional meaning of compensation providing necessities of life 

replaced with dai yu

– Japan: Traditional word kyuyo replaced with hou-syu; very recently the 

phrase used is teate

These contrasting ideas about compensation – multiple views (i.e. societal,

employee, etc) and multiple meanings (i.e. returns, reward, etc) add richness to

the topic.
7

What Is Compensation/Pay? 

Compensation refers to all forms 
of financial returns and tangible 
services and benefits employees 

receive as part of an 
employment relationship

8
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Exhibit 1.4:  Total Returns for Work

9

Forms Of Pay

• Relational returns

– Psychological in nature, i.e. challenging work, status

• Total compensation

– Cash Compensation/ transactional

• Base wages

Difference between wage and salary

Tends to reflect the value of the work or skills and ignores

differences attributed to individual employees

• Merit pay/cost-of-living adjustments

Merit increases – given in recognition of past work behavior

Cost-of-living adjustments –same increases to everyone,

regardless of performance
1
0
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Forms Of Pay (cont.)

• Incentives/ Variable pay – tie pay increases directly to performance

Does not increase base wage; must be re-earned each pay

periodperiod

Potential size generally known beforehand

Long-term (stock options), and short-term

Incentives are frequently referred to as variable pay

11

Forms Of Pay (cont.)

– Benefits

• Income protection – some are legally required, for instance

Unemployment Insurance Fund. Medical aid, retirementUnemployment Insurance Fund. Medical aid, retirement

programmes and life insurance are common benefits

• Work/life balance – programmes that help employees better

integrate their work and life responsibilities include time away from

work, access to services to meet specific needs (i.e. employee

assistance programmes and flexible work arrangements (i.e.

nonpaid time off)

• Allowances – this is grown out of whatever is in short supply. For

example car allowances, cell phone allowances, etc.

12
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Forms Of Pay (cont.)

• Total earnings opportunities: Present value of a stream of earnings

Shift i f t d ' i iti l ff t id ti f f t– Shifts comparison of today's initial offers to consideration of future

bonuses, merit increases, and promotions

• Relational returns from work

– Nonfinancial returns

• Organization as a network of returns

– Created by different forms of pay, including total compensation and

relational returns

13

A Pay Model

Three basic building blocks (Refer to exhibit 1.5):

– Compensation objectives

– Policies that form the foundation of the compensation system

– Techniques that make up the compensation system

14
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Exhibit 1.5: The Pay Model

1515

Compensation Objectives

• Efficiency

– Improving performance, increasing quality, delighting customers and

stockholders

C lli l b– Controlling labor costs

• Fairness

– Fundamental objective of pay systems

– Fair treatment by recognizing both employee contributions (i.e. higher

pay for greater performance), and employee needs (i.e. a fair wage as

well as fair procedures)

– Procedural fairness is the process used to make pay decisions and

suggests that the way a pay decision is made may be as important to

the employee as the results of the decisions.
16
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Compensation Objectives (cont.)

• Compliance

– Conformance to Federal and State compensation laws and regulations

– If laws change, pay systems may need to change too to ensureIf laws change, pay systems may need to change too to ensure

continued compliance

• Ethics

– Organizations care about how its results are achieved

– Managing pay sometimes creates ethical dilemmas

– Manipulating results to ensure executive bonus payouts, misusing

statistics used to measure competitors’ pay rates, and shaving the

hours recorded in employees’ time cards are all too common examples

of ethical lapses

17

Compensation Objectives (cont.)

Objectives THUS

– Guide the design of the pay systemGuide the design of the pay system

– Serve as the standards for judging success of the pay system

– Policies and techniques are means to reach objectives

18
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Four Policy Choices
• Internal alignment

– Focus: Comparisons among jobs or skill levels inside a single

organization

– Jobs and people’s skills are compared in terms of their relativeJobs and people s skills are compared in terms of their relative

contributions to the organization's business objectives

– Pertains to the pay rates both for employees doing equal work and for

those doing dissimilar work

– Pay relationships within an organization affect employee decisions to:
• Stay with the organization
• Become more flexible by investing in additional trainingy g g
• Seek greater responsibility

– Fairness is affected = employees’ compare their pay to the pay of others
in the organisation

– Compliance is affected = basis used to make internal comparisons

19

Four Policy Choices (cont.)

• External competitiveness

– Focus: Compensation relationships external to the organization:

comparison with competitors

P i ‘ k d i ’– Pay is ‘market driven’

– Effects of decisions regarding how much and what forms have a twofold

effect on objectives:

• To ensure that pay is sufficient to attract and retain employees

• To control labor costs to ensure competitive pricing of products/

services

External competitiveness directly affects both efficiency and fairness. It must

do so in an ethical way that complies with relevant legislation.

20
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Four Policy Choices (cont.)

• Employee contributions

– Focus: Relation emphasis placed on employee performance as it

directly affects employees’ attitudes and work performancedirectly affects employees attitudes and work performance

– Performance based pay affects fairness: employees need to understand

the basis for judging performance in order to believe that their pay is

fair.

• Management

– Focus: Policies ensuring the right people get the right pay for achieving

the right objectives in the right way

– Managing compensation means answering the “So What” question. So

what is the impact of this policy, this decision?

21

Pay System Techniques

• Techniques tie the four basic policies to the pay objectives

• Many variations exist

• Some techniques will be discussed through the bookSome techniques will be discussed through the book

22
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Your turn

Answer the end of chapter 1 review questions and 
self-evaluation questions in the study guide

23



Chapter Topics

• Major Decisions
• Specify Competitive Pay Policy
• The Purpose of a Survey

COMPENSATION MANAGEMENT
p y

• Select Relevant Market Competitors
• Design the Survey
• Interpret Survey Results and Construct a Market line• Interpret Survey Results and Construct a Market     line
• From Policy to Practice: The Pay-Policy LineCHAPTER 12 (Study unit 10)

Employee Benefits



Chapter Topics

• Why the Growth in Employee Benefits?

• Value of Employee Benefits

• Key Issues in Benefit Planning, Design and Administration

C t f B fit Pl• Components of a Benefits Plan

• Administering the Benefits Program



What Are Employee Benefits?

That part of the total compensation 
package, other than pay for time package, other than pay for time 
worked, provided to employees in 

whole or in part by employer whole or in part by employer 
payments, e.g. life insurance, 

pension, workers’ compensation, pension, workers  compensation, 
vacation 



Why the Growth in Employee Benefits?

Wage and Wage and Employer Employer 
Price Price 

ControlsControls
ImpetusImpetus

Cost Cost 
Effectiveness of Effectiveness of 

BenefitsBenefits

UnionsUnions Government Government 
ImpetusImpetus



Value of Employee Benefits

• Employees:

– Expect benefits as part of their total compensationExpect benefits as part of their total compensation

– Do not understand true value of benefits

– Often undervalue their benefits

– Often take benefits for granted

– Often cannot list all benefits received

– Have preferences regarding types of benefits they want



Key Issues in Benefit Planning, Design,
and Administration

• Benefits Planning and Design Issues

– How to attract good employees

– How to deal with undesirable turnover

I t ti b fit ith th ti t– Integrating benefits with other compensation components

– Strategies for ensuring external competitiveness

Ensuring that benefits are adequate– Ensuring that benefits are adequate

– Whether employee benefits are cost justified



Benefit Administration Issues

• Who should be protected or benefited?

– Series of questions need to be addressed

• How much choice should employees have among an array of benefits?

– Concerns choice (flexibility) in plan coverage

– Standard benefit package

– Cafeteria-style,” or flexible, benefit plans



Benefit Administration Issues (cont.)

• How issues associated with flexibility should benefits be financed?

– Noncontributory

– Contributory

– Employee financed

• Are your benefits legally defensible?



Exhibit 12.5:  Advantages of Flexible 
Benefits

• Employees choose packages that best satisfy their unique needs.

• Flexible benefits help firms meet the changing needs of a changing

workforce.

• Increased involvement of employees and families improves

understanding of benefitsunderstanding of benefits.

• Flexible plans make introduction of new benefits less costly.

• Cost containment: Organization sets dollar maximum; employee

chooses within the constraint.



Exhibit 12.5:  Disadvantages of Flexible 
Benefits

• Employees make bad choices and find themselves not covered for

predictable emergencies.

• Administrative burdens and expenses increase.Administrative burdens and expenses increase.

• Adverse selection: Employees pick only benefits they will use; the

subsequent high benefit utilization increases its cost.

• Subject to non-discrimination requirements in Section 125 of theSubject to non discrimination requirements in Section 125 of the

Internal Revenue Code.



Financing Benefits Plans: Alternatives

• Non-contributory

– Employer pays total costsEmployer pays total costs

• Contributory

– Costs shared between employer and employee

• Employee financedp y

– Employee pays total costs for some benefits

– By law the organization must bear the cost for some benefits



Exhibit 12.6:  Factors Influencing Choice of Benefit 
Package



Approaches to Assess Employee 
Preferences

• Demographic differences

– Age

– Sex

– Marital status

– Number of dependents

– Blue collar vs. white collar

• Employee survey via questionnaire

• Flexible benefit plan



Administering the Benefits Program

Three Administrative Issues

Communicating about the benefits 

Three Administrative Issues

1 Communicating about the benefits 
program

2 Claims processing2 Claims processing

3 Cost containment



Communicating the Benefits Program

• Three elements of effective communications

– Company must spell out its benefit objectives and ensure

communications achieve the objectives

– Match the message with the appropriate medium

• Use of intranet – an internal organizational online Web through

which all forms of communication within the organization can be

streamlined

• Streamlined call center operation

– Content of communications package must be complete, clear, and free

of complex jargon



Communicating Employee Benefits

• Methods of communication

– Employee handbook

– Personalized benefit statements

– Meetings with employees

Company 
Benefits

g p y

– Multi-media presentations

– IntranetIntranet

– Streamlined call center operation



Claims Processing

• Claims processor must:

– Determine whether the act has, in fact, occurred

– Determine if the employee is eligible for the benefit

– Calculate the payment level



Cost Containment

Prevalent Practices

1 Probationary periods

Prevalent Practices

1 Probationary periods

2 Benefits limitations2 Benefits limitations

3 Co pay3 Co-pay

4 Ad i i t ti  t t i t4 Administrative cost containment



Exhibit 12.12:  Basic Primer of Cost 
Containment Terminology



Trends Related to Cost Containment

• Probationary periods – excluding new employees from benefit coverage until

some term of employment is completed (e.g. three months)some term of employment is completed (e.g. three months)

• Benefit limitations – i.e. limiting disability income payments to some

maximum percentage of incomep g

• Co-pay – requiring that employees pay a fixed or percentage amount for

coverage

• Administrative cost containment – controlling costs through policies such as

seeking competitive bids for programme delivery

• Retaining strategic function internally

• Significant movement to outsourcing



Your turn

Answer the end of chapter 12 review questions



Chapter Topics

• Major Decisions
• Specify Competitive Pay Policy
• The Purpose of a Survey
COMPENSATION MANAGEMENT

p y
• Select Relevant Market Competitors
• Design the Survey
• Interpret Survey Results and Construct a Market line• Interpret Survey Results and Construct a Market     line
• From Policy to Practice: The Pay-Policy LineCHAPTER 10 (Study unit 8)

Pay-for-Performance Plans



Chapter Topics

• What Is a Pay-for-performance Plan?

• Does Variable Pay Improve Performance Results? The General EvidenceDoes Variable Pay Improve Performance Results? The General Evidence

• Specific Pay-for-performance Plans: Short Term

• Team Incentive Plans: Types

• Explosive Interest in Long term Incentives• Explosive Interest in Long-term Incentives



What Is Pay-for-Performance?

Pay for performance plans signal 
 t f  a movement away from 

entitlements

Pay will vary with some measure 
f i di id l  t   of individual, team, or 

organizational performance



Overview: Pay-for-Performance Plans

• Types of plans

U f Diff t V i bl P Pl T– Use of Different Variable- Pay-Plan Types

Base vs Variable Pay– Base vs. Variable Pay
• Increasing interest in variable pay

– Competition from foreign competitors

– Fast-paced business environment



Specific Pay-for-Performance Plans: Short Term

• Merit Pay

• Lump-Sum Bonuses

• Individual Spot Awards

• Individual Incentive Plans



Merit Pay

• A merit pay system links increases in base pay to how highly employees areA merit pay system links increases in base pay to how highly employees are

rated on a subjective performance evaluation

• An employee is evaluated at the end of the performance yearp y p y

• Issues

– Expensive

– Doesn’t achieve the desired goal: improving employee and corporate

performance



Managing Merit Pay

• Improve accuracy of performance ratings• Improve accuracy of performance ratings

• Allocate enough money to truly reward performance

• Make sure size of merit increase differentiates across performance levels



Lump-Sum Bonuses

• Increasingly used substitute for merit pay

N t b ilt i t b b d l / f• Not built into base pay: based on employee/company performance

• Viewed as less of an entitlement than merit pay because employees need to

itearn it

• Less expensive than merit pay over the long run

• Employees not fond of lump sum bonuses: by giving lump sum bonuses for• Employees not fond of lump-sum bonuses: by giving lump-sum bonuses for

several years, a company is essentially freezing base pay



Individual Spot Awards

• Viewed as highly or moderately effective

• Typically awarded for exceptional performanceyp ca y a a ded o e cept o a pe o a ce

– Special projects

– Exceptional performancep p



Overview: Individual Incentive Plans

• Offer a promise of pay for some objective pre-established level ofOffer a promise of pay for some objective, pre established level of

performance

• Common feature - An established standard against which employee

performance is compared to determine magnitude of incentive pay



Exhibit 10.5: Individual Incentive Plans



Individual Incentive Plans: Types

• Standard is compared against individual worker performanceStandard is compared against individual worker performance

• Dimension on which incentive systems vary

– Method of rate determination

– Specified relationship between production level and wages



Exhibit 10.7: A Straight Piece Rate Plan



Advantages of
Individualized Incentive Plans

• Substantial contribution to:

– Productivity raise

– Lower production costs

– Workers earnings

• Reduces direct supervision to maintain reasonable output levels

• Enables labor costs to be estimated more accurately than under payment by

time

– Helps costing and budgetary control



Disadvantages of
Individualized Incentive Plans

• Conflicts may emerge between employees managers• Conflicts may emerge between employees managers

• Introduction of new technology may be resisted by employees

• Reduced willingness of employees to suggest new production methods

• Increased complaints of poor maintenance, hindering employee efforts

to earn larger incentives

• Increased turnover among new employees discouraged by theIncreased turnover among new employees discouraged by the

unwillingness of experienced workers to cooperate in on-the-job

trainingtraining

• Elevated levels of mistrust between workers and management



Exhibit 10.10: Lincoln Electric’s
Compensation System



Overview of Team Incentives

• Improve organizational performance
Use organizational measures• Use organizational measures

• Measured periodically



Exhibit 10.11: A Sampling of Performance 
Measures



Balanced Scorecard Approach

• Uses a constellation of measures

– Pinpoints areas of success

– Indicates areas to improve

• Categories of measures

– Financial resultsFinancial results

– Process improvements

C t i– Customer service

– Innovation

F di i b t i iti diff t• Forces discussions about priorities among different measures

• Outcome – Objectives with different weights in terms of importancej g p



Exhibit 10.12: Types of Variable Pay Plans: Advantages 
and Disadvantages



Exhibit 10.12: Types of Variable Pay Plans: 
Advantages and Disadvantages-con’tg g



Exhibit 10.13: The Choice Between
Individual and Group Plansp



Team Compensation: Issues and Problems

• Many varieties of teams – difficult to argue for one consistent type ofMany varieties of teams difficult to argue for one consistent type of

compensation plan

• “Level problem”

• Complexity

• Control

• Communication



Gain-Sharing Plans

• Employees earn bonuses tied to unit-wide performance as measured by a

predetermined gain sharing formulapredetermined, gain sharing formula

• Looks at cost components of the income ledger and identifies savings over

which employees have or impactwhich employees have or impact



Key Elements in Designing
a Gain-Sharing Plang

• Strength of reinforcement

• Productivity standards• Productivity standards

• Sharing the gains

• Scope of the formula

• Perceived fairness of the formula• Perceived fairness of the formula

• Ease of administration

• Production variability



Types of Gain-Sharing Plans

• Rucker Plan

– Ratio is calculated that expresses value of production required for eachp p q

dollar of total wage bill
• Scanlon Plan

– Designed to lower labor costs without lowering level of a firm’s activity
– Incentives are derived as a function of ratio between labor costs and 

sales value of production (SVOP)
– SVOP includes sales revenue and value of goods in inventory

• Implementation of Scanlon/Rucker Plans

– Two major components are vital to implementation and success

• Productivity norm

• Effective worker committees



Types of Gain-Sharing Plans (cont.)

• Improshare (Improved productivity through sharing)

St d d i d l d th t id tifi t d h i d t d– Standard is developed that identifies expected hours required to produce

an acceptable level of output

– Any savings arising from production of agreed-upon output in fewer than

expected hours is shared by firm and workers



Profit-Sharing Plans

• Predetermined index of profitability

– Employees may not feel their jobs directly impact profits

• The trend in recent variable-pay design is to combine the best of gain-

h i d fit h i lsharing and profit-sharing plans

– The plan must be self funding

Along with having the financial incentive employees feel they have a– Along with having the financial incentive, employees feel they have a

measure of control



Earnings-at-Risk Plans

• Success sharing plang p

– Employee base pay is constant

• Variable pay increases in successful yearsp y y

• No reduction in base pay and no variable pay in poorly-performing years

• Risk sharing plan

– Employee base pay varies

• Base pay often reduced in poor performance years

• Shifts part of risk of doing business from company to employee



Exhibit 10.16: Group Incentive Plans:
Advantages and Disadvantages



Example of Group
Incentive Plan - GE Information Systemsy

• A team-based incentive with links to individual payouts

• Team and individual performance goals are set

• If team hits its goals, team members earn their incentive only if they also hit

their individual goals

• Team incentive is 12% to 15% of monthly base pay



Example of Group
Incentive Plan - Corning Glassg

• A gain-sharing program (goal sharing) where 75% of payout is based on unitg g p g (g g) p y

objectives such as:

– Quality measuresQuality measures

– Customer satisfaction measures

Production targets– Production targets

• Remainder is based on Corning’s return on equity (ROE)



Example of Group
Incentive Plan - 3-M

• Operates with an earnings-at-risk plan

• Base pay fixed at 80% of market

• Employees have a set of objectives to meet for pay to move to 100% of

market

• Additionally, there is a modest profit sharing component



Example of Group
Incentive Plan - Saturn

• Earnings-at-risk plan where base pay is 93% of market

• Employees meet individual objectives to capture at-risk component

• All team members must meet objectives for any to get at-risk moneyAll team members must meet objectives for any to get at risk money

• A profit sharing component is based on corporate profits



Group Incentive Plans: Examples

• All incentive plans can be described by common features

– The size of the group that participates in the plan

– The standard against which performance is compared

– The payout schedule



Explosive Interest in Long-term Incentive 
Plans

• Long-term incentives (LTIs) focus on performance beyond the one-year time

line used as the cutoff for short-term incentive plans

• Recent explosive growth in long term plans is spurred in part by a desire to

motivate longer-term value creation

• Evidence suggests that stock ownership is likely to increase internal growth,

th th id t l di ifi tirather than more rapid external diversification



Long-Term Incentive Plans

Employee Stock Ownership Plans Employee Stock Ownership Plans 
(ESOPs)(ESOPs)(ESOPs)(ESOPs)

Performance Plans (Performance Performance Plans (Performance 
Share and Performance Unit)Share and Performance Unit)))

BroadBroad--Based Option Plans (BBOPs)Based Option Plans (BBOPs)



Exhibit 10.18: Long-Term Incentives and
Their Risk/Reward Tradeoffse s / e a d adeo s



Your turn

Answer the end of chapter 10 review questions



Chapter Topics

• Major Decisions
• Specify Competitive Pay Policy
• The Purpose of a Survey
COMPENSATION MANAGEMENT

p y
• Select Relevant Market Competitors
• Design the Survey
• Interpret Survey Results and Construct a Market line• Interpret Survey Results and Construct a Market     line
• From Policy to Practice: The Pay-Policy LineCHAPTER 9 (Study unit 8)

Pay-for-Performance



Chapter Topics

• What Behaviors Do Employers Care About?

• What Does It Take to Get These Behaviors? What Theory and Research

Say

• What Does It Take to Get These Behaviors? What Compensation People

Say

• Total Reward System: Besides Money, Other Rewards Influence Behavior!

• Does Compensation Motivate Behavior? General Comments

• Does Compensation Motivate Behavior? Specific Comments

• Designing a Pay-for-Performance Plang g y

• Your Turn: Burger Boy



What Behaviors Do Employers Care About?

• Employers want employees to perform in ways that lead to better

organizational performanceorganizational performance

• Organizational strategy is the guiding force that determines what kinds of

employee behaviors are neededemployee behaviors are needed

• Behaviors that compensation needs to reinforce

C ti h ld b ffi i tl tt ti t k iti d– Compensation should be sufficiently attractive to make recruiting and

hiring good potential employees possible (attraction)

N d t k th d l t ith th ( t ti )– Need to make sure the good employees stay with the company (retention)

– Need to find ways to motivate employees to perform well on their jobs—to

take their knowledge and abilities and apply them in ways that contribute

to organizational performance



Exhibit 9.1: The Cascading Link between Organization 
Strategy and Employee Behavior



Exhibit 9.2: The Big Picture, or 
Compensation Can't Do It Alone!



What Behaviors Do Employers Care About? 
(cont.)

• Performance measurement

– Need to accurately measure performance to tell if compensation efforts

are workingg

• Performance management

• How do we get good employment prospects to join our company?o do e get good e p oy e t p ospects to jo ou co pa y

• How do we retain these good employees once they join?

H d t l t d l kill f t d f t j b ?• How do we get employees to develop skills for current and future jobs?

• How do we get employees to perform well on their current job?



Exhibit 9.3 Performance Measurement Relates to 
Compensation Strategy



What Motivates Employees?

• In the simplest sense, motivation involves three elements:

1. What is important to a person?

2. Offering it in exchange for some

3. Desired behavior

• Refer to Exhibit 9.4 in the prescribed book regarding the different motivation

theories



What Compensation People Say

• Employees learned what behaviors were important as part of the socialization

process

• Compensation is designed to support this risk-taking behaviorp g pp g

– Total Reward System– Total Reward System

• Compensation is but one of many rewards that influence employee

behaviorbehavior



Exhibit 9.5:  Components of a
Total Reward System



Exhibit 9.6:  Wage Components



Exhibit 9.6:  Wage Components (con’t)



Does Compensation Motivate Behavior?
Specific Comments

• Do people join a firm because of pay?

• Do people stay in a firm (or leave) because of pay?

• Do employees more readily agree to develop job skills because of pay?

• Do employees perform better on their jobs because of pay?



Do People Join a Firm Because of Pay?

• Key factors affecting a person’s decision to join a firm

– Level of pay

– Pay system characteristics

J b did t l k f i ti th t “fit” th i liti• Job candidates look for organizations that “fit” their personalities

• Reward systems should be designed to attract people with desired

Personalities– Personalities

– Values



Do People Stay in a Firm (Or Leave) Because of
Pay?

• Factors impacting turnover

– Pay based on individual performancePay based on individual performance

– Group incentive plans

– Level of employee satisfaction with payLevel of employee satisfaction with pay

– Type of pay system

• Other rewards affect the decision to stay
– Work variety and challenge

Development opportunity– Development opportunity
– Social
– Status recognition

Work importance– Work importance
– Benefits



Do Employees More Readily Agree to 
Develop Job Skills Because of Pay?

E id i l• Evidence is unclear

• Relevance of skill-based payp y



Do Employees Perform Better on Their Jobs 
Because of Pay?

• Not clear if performance of individuals can be increased by tying it to pay

• If the incentive depends on individual performance, applicants find the

company more attractive

• Team-based incentives, in contrast, are less attractive

• A number of recent studies provide strong evidence that pay for performance

f fhas a direct and, at times, substantial impact on firm performance



Exhibit 9.7:  Examples of Group Incentive 
Plans



Designing A Pay-For-Performance Plan

• Efficiency

– Strategy: does the pay-for-performance plan support corporate

objectives? Does it link well with HR strategy and objectives?

St t i th t t f th i ti ffi i tl d t li d t– Structure: is the structure of the organisation sufficiently decentralized to

allow different operating units to create flexible variations on a general

pay for performance plan?pay-for-performance plan?

– Standards

• Objectives• Objectives

• Measures

• EligibilityEligibility

• Funding



Designing A Pay-For-Performance Plan 
(cont.)

• Equity/Fairness

– Distributive justice: amount that is distributed to employees, does theDistributive justice: amount that is distributed to employees, does the

employee view it as fair?

– Procedural justice: Was a fair procedure used to determine the amount ofj p

rewards employees receive?

– Communications is key in fairness

• Compliance

– Comply with existing laws

– Enhance and maintain firm’s reputation



Your turn

Answer the end of chapter 9 review questions



Chapter Topics

• Major Decisions
• Specify Competitive Pay Policy
• The Purpose of a Survey
COMPENSATION MANAGEMENT

p y
• Select Relevant Market Competitors
• Design the Survey
• Interpret Survey Results and Construct a Market line• Interpret Survey Results and Construct a Market     line
• From Policy to Practice: The Pay-Policy LineCHAPTER 8 (Study unit 7)

Designing pay levels, mix and pay 
structures



Chapter Topics

• Major Decisions

• Specify Competitive Pay Policy

Th P f S• The Purpose of a Survey

• Select Relevant Market Competitorsp

• Design the Survey

• Interpret Survey Results and Construct a Market line

• From Policy to Practice: The Pay-Policy LineFrom Policy to Practice: The Pay Policy Line



Chapter Topics (cont.)

• From Policy to Practice: Grades and Ranges

• From Policy to Practice: Broad Banding

• Balancing Internal and External Pressures: AdjustingBalancing Internal and External Pressures: Adjusting

the Pay Structure

• Market Pricing

• Review



Exhibit 8.1 Determining Externally Competitive Pay Levels and 
Structures



Specify Competitive Pay Policy

• A survey is the systematic process of collecting andA survey is the systematic process of collecting and

making judgments about the compensation paid by other

employers

• Surveys provide the data for translating policy into paySurveys provide the data for translating policy into pay

levels, pay mix, and structures



The Purpose of a Survey

An employer conducts or participates in a survey for a number of

reasons:

– Adjust the pay level in response to changing rates paid by

competitors

– Set the mix of pay forms relative to that paid by competitors

– Establish or price a pay structure

– Analyze pay-related problemsy p y p

– Estimate the labor costs of product/service market competitors



Select Relevant Market Competitors

• Relevant labor market includes employers who compete

– For same occupations or skills

– For employees in same geographic area

– With same products and services

• Fuzzy marketsFuzzy markets



Design the Survey

• Who should be involved?

• How many employers?

– Publicly Available DataPublicly Available Data

– “Word-of-mouse”

– Where are the standards?

• Which Jobs to include?

– Benchmark-job approach

• Exhibit 8.6: Benchmarks

– Low-High approach

– Benchmark conversion approach



Exhibit 8.6: Benchmarks



Design the Survey (cont.)

• What information to collect?

– Organization data

– Total compensation dataTotal compensation data



Exhibit 8.7: Possible Survey Data Elements and 
Rationale



Exhibit 8.8: Advantages and Disadvantages of Measures of 
Compensation



Interpret Survey Results and Construct a Market 
Line

• Verify data

– Check accuracy of job matches

• Survey leveling

– Check for anomalies

• Does any one company dominate?y p y

• Do all employers show similar patterns?

• Outliers?• Outliers?



Interpret Survey Results and Construct a Market 
Line (cont.)( )

• Statistical analysis

– Frequency distribution

– Measures of central tendency

• Mode

• Mean• Mean

• Median

• Weighted mean

– Measures of variation

• Standard deviation

• Quartiles and percentiles• Quartiles and percentiles



Exhibit 8.11 Frequency Distributions



Interpret Survey Results and Construct a Market 
Line (cont.)

• Update the survey data
A i t di P d t i d t d t f t th titi t– Aging or trending : Pay data is updated to forecast the competitive rates 
for the future date when the pay decisions will be implemented



Exhibit 8.13 Choices for Updating Survey Data 
Reflect Pay Policy



Construct a Market Pay Line

• A market line links a company's benchmark jobs on the horizontal axis with

market rates paid by competitors on the vertical axis. It summarizes the

distribution of going rates paid by competitors in the market

• Approaches to constructing a market pay line

– Free hand approach

– Regression Analysis



Exhibit 8.14:  From Regression
Results to a Market Line



Exhibit 8.15:  Understanding Regression



Combine Internal Structure and External Market 
Rates

• Two parts of the total pay model have merged

I t ll li d t t H i t l i– Internally aligned structure - Horizontal axis

– External competitive data - Vertical axis

• Two aspects of pay structure

P li li– Pay-policy line

– Pay ranges



Exhibit 8.16:  Develop Pay Grades



From Policy to Practice: The Pay Policy Line

• Approaches to translate external competitive policy into practice

– Choice of measureChoice of measure

• 50th percentile for base pay

• 75th percentile for total compensation• 75th percentile for total compensation

– Updating

P li li t f k t li• Policy line as percent of market line

– Specify a percent above or below market line an employer intends to

matchmatch

– Other options

• Pay among the leaders• Pay among the leaders

• Lead for some job families and lag for others



From Policy to Practice: Grades and Ranges

• Why bother with grades and ranges?

– Offer flexibility to deal with pressures from external markets and

differences among firms

• Differences in quality among individuals applying for work

• Differences in the productivity or value of these quality variations

• Differences in the mix of pay forms competitors use

• A pay range exists whenever two or more rates are paid to employees in

the same job

– Recognize individual performance differences with pay

– Meet employees' expectations that their pay will increase over time,

even in the same job

– Encourage employees to remain with the organization



From Policy to Practice: Grades and Ranges 
(cont.)

• Develop grades

Grades enhance an organi ation's abilit to mo e people among jobs ith– Grades enhance an organization's ability to move people among jobs with

no change in pay

– Each grade will have its own pay range

– All the jobs within a single grade will have the same pay rangeAll the jobs within a single grade will have the same pay range

• Establish range midpoints, minimums, and maximums

What size should the range be?– What size should the range be?

• Size of range based on judgment about how ranges support

• Career pathsCareer paths

• Promotions

• Other organization systemsOther organization systems



Exhibit 8.17:  Range Midpoint,
Minimum, and Maximum



From Policy to Practice: Grades and Ranges 
(cont.)

• Typical range spread
• Top-level management positions – 30 to 60% above and below

midpoint

• Midlevel professional and managerial positions – 15 to 30%

above and below midpoint

• Office and production positions – 5 to 15% above and below

midpointp



Overlap

• Refer to Exhibit 8.18 in the next slide

• Importance of OverlapImportance of Overlap

• High degree of overlap and low midpoint differentials indicates small

differences in the value of the jobs in the adjoining gradesdifferences in the value of the jobs in the adjoining grades

• Small ranges with less overlap

• Being promoted from one grade to another may include a title change but notg p g y g

much change in pay

• Smaller ranges (Exhibit 8.18 (b)) create less overlap. This permits the

manager to reinforce a promotion into a new grade with a larger pay increase.

Downside to this – fewer opportunities for promotion



Exhibit 8.18:  Range Overlap



From Policy to Practice:
Broad Banding

• Involves collapsing salary grades into a few broad bands, each with a sizable

rangerange

– One minimum and one maximum

– Range midpoint often not used: band encompasses so many differingRange midpoint often not used: band encompasses so many differing

values

• PurposesPurposes

– Provide flexibility to define job responsibilities more broadly

– Foster cross-functional growth and developmentg p

– Ease mergers and acquisitions



Exhibit 8.19:  From Grades to Bands



Exhibit 8.20:  Contrasts Between
Ranges and Bands



Steps Involved in Broad Banding

• Set the number of bands

• Price the bands: Reference market rates

– Reference rates

Fl ibilit C t l• Flexibility-Control



Exhibit 8.21:  Reference Rates Within Bands



Balancing Internal and External Pressures:  
Adjusting the Pay Structure

Internal Pressures External Pressures

Job Structure Pay Structure



Market Pricing
• Issues

– Validity of market data

U f tit ’ d i i i d t i t f t t– Use of competitors’ pay decisions as primary determinant of pay structure

– Lack of value added via internal alignment

– Difficult-to-imitate aspects of pay structure are deemphasizedDifficult to imitate aspects of pay structure are deemphasized

– Fairness

• Market pricing: pay strategies that emphasize external competitiveness andMarket pricing: pay strategies that emphasize external competitiveness and

deemphasize internal alignment

– Sets pay structures almost exclusively on external market ratesp y y

• Objective

– Is to base most of the internal pay structure on external rates, breakingIs to base most of the internal pay structure on external rates, breaking

down the boundaries between the internal organization and the external

market forces



Your turn

Answer the end of chapter 8 review questions
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COMPENSATION MANAGEMENTCOMPENSATION MANAGEMENT

CHAPTER 7 (Study unit 6)
Defining CompetitivenessDefining Competitiveness

Chapter Topics

• Compensation Strategy: External Competitiveness

• What Shapes External Competitiveness?

• Labor Market Factors

• Modifications to the Demand Side

• Modifications to the Supply Side

• Product Market Factors and Ability to Pay
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Learning objectives

After studying Chapter 7, students should be able to:

E l i th i t f t l titi t th d l• Explain the importance of external competitiveness to the pay model.

• Discuss the factors that influence external competitiveness.

• Discuss the differences among labor market, product market, and

organizational factors in determining external competitiveness.

• Explain the different pay policy positions and the consequences of using

eacheach.

Chapter Topics (cont.)

• Organization Factors

• Relevant Markets

• Competitive Pay Policy Alternatives

• Consequences of Pay-Level and Mix Decisions: Guidance from the

Research

• Your Turn: Sled Dog Software

Still Y T Fit th P Mi P li t th C ti St t• Still Your Turn: Fit the Pay Mix Policy to the Compensation Strategy
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Compensation Strategy: External 
Competitiveness

• External competitiveness is expressed in practice by:

– Setting a pay level that is above, below, or equal to that of competitors

– Determining mix of pay forms relative to those of competitorsDetermining mix of pay forms relative to those of competitors

• Pay level and pay mix decisions focus on:

– Controlling costs

– Attracting and retaining employees

What Is External Competitiveness? 

External competitiveness
refers to pay relationships 
among organizations - an 

organization’s pay relative to 
its competitors.
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What is Pay Level?

Pay level refers to the average of 
the array of rates paid by an 
employer: (base + bonuses + employer: (base + bonuses + 
benefits + value of stocks) / 

number of employees.

What are Pay Forms?

Pay forms are the various 
types of payments, or pay mix, 

that make up total 
compensation.
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Pay Level and Pay Mix:  Two Objectives

C t l C tControl Costs

Attract and Retain 
Employees

Pay Level Decisions Impact Labor Cost

=Labor Costs xPay Level
Number of  
Employees
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Exhibit 7.1: Single Company's Market Position May Differ Depending on 
Whether Comparing Base Pay or Total Compensation

Exhibit 7.2: Two Companies: Same Total 
Compensation, Different Mixes
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Exhibit 7.3:  What Shapes
External Competitiveness?

LABOR MARKET FACTORS
Nature of Demand
Nature of Supply

EXTERNAL 
COMPETITIVENESS

PRODUCT MARKET FACTORS
Degree of Competition
Level of Product Demand

ORGANIZATION FACTORS
Industry, Strategy, Size
Individual Manager

How Labor Markets Work

– Theories of labor markets begin with four assumptions

• Employers always seek to maximize profits

• People are homogeneous and therefore interchangeable

• Pay rates reflect all costs associated with employment

• Markets faced by employers are competitive

– Understanding how the market works requires an analysis of the

demand and supply of labor

– Demand: focuses on the actions of the employers: How many new

hires they seek and what they are willing and able to pay newhires they seek and what they are willing and able to pay new

employees

– Supply: looks at potential employees – their qualifications and the pay

they are willing to accept in exchange for their services
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Labor Demand

• Analysis of labor demand indicates how many employees will be hired by an

employer

• In the short run, an employer cannot change any factor of production exceptIn the short run, an employer cannot change any factor of production except

human resources

– An employer’s level of production can change only if it changes the level

of human resources

– An employer’s demand labor coincides with the marginal product of labor

Labor Demand (cont.)

• Marginal product of labor

– Additional output associated with employment of one additional human

resources unit with other production factors held constantresources unit, with other production factors held constant

• Marginal revenue of labor

– Additional revenue generated when firm employs one additional unit of

human resources, with other production factors held constant

– A manager using the marginal revenue product model must:

• Determine pay level set by market forcesp y y

• Determine marginal revenue generated by each new hire
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Exhibit 7.4:  Supply and Demand for Business 
School Graduates in the Short Run

Exhibit 7.5:  Supply and Demand at the Market
and Individual Employer Level
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Labor Supply

• Assumptions on behavior of potential employees

– Several job seekers

– Possess accurate information about all job openingsPossess accurate information about all job openings

– No barriers exist to mobility among jobs

• Upward sloping supply curve:

– More people willing to take a job as pay increases

• If unemployment rates are low, offers of higher pay may not increase supply

= everyone who wants to work is already working. If competitors quickly

match a higher offer, the employer may face a higher pay level but no

increase in supply

Modifications to the Demand Side

• Economic theories must frequently be revised to account for reality

– When focus changes from all the employers in an economy to a

particular employer, models must be modified to help understand whatparticular employer, models must be modified to help understand what

actually occurs

• Issue for economists:

– Why would an employer pay more than what theory states is the

market-determined rate?
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Exhibit 7.6:  Labor Demand
Theories and Implications

Compensating Differentials

• According to Adam Smith, “If a job has negative characteristics then

employers must offer higher wages to compensate for these negative

features”features

• For instance, if:

– Necessary training is very expensive

– Job security is tenuous

– Working conditions are disagreeable

– Chances of success are low– Chances of success are low
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Efficiency Wage

• According to efficiency-wage theory, high wages may increase efficiency

and actually lower labor costs if they:

– Attract higher-quality applicantsAttract higher quality applicants

– Lower turnover

– Increase worker effort

– Reduce “shirking”

– Reduce the need to supervise employees

• Efficiency increases by hiring better employees or motivating present

employees to work smarter and harder

• Underlying assumption = pay level determines effort

Efficiency Wage (cont.)

• Research evidence states:

– Higher wages associated with lower shirking (measured as number of

disciplinary layoffs)disciplinary layoffs)

• Inconclusive evidence on if it was cut enough to offset higher wage

bill

– Higher wages do attract more qualified applicants

• Also attract more unqualified applicants

• Above-market wage allows organizations to operate with fewer supervisors
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Signaling

• Employers deliberately design pay levels and mix as part of a strategy that

signals to both prospective and current employees kinds of behaviors

soughtsought

– Policy of paying below the market for base pay yet offering generous

bonuses or training opportunities

• On the supply side of the model:

– Suppliers of labor signal to potential employers

– Characteristics of applicants, and organization decisions about pay level

and mix act as signals that help communicate

Exhibit 7.7:  Supply Side
Theories and Implications
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Product Market Factors and Ability to Pay

• Two key product market factors affect ability of a firm to change price of its

products or services

– Product Demand – Puts a lid on maximum pay level an employer can

set. If the employer pays above the maximum, it must either pass on to

consumers the higher pay level through price increases or hold prices

fixed and allocate a greater share of total revenues to cover labour

costs

– Degree of competition – In highly competitive markets, employers are

less able to raise prices without loss of revenues

• Dose of reality: What managers say

– Provides insight into how all the economic factors translate into actual

pay decisions

More Reality: Segmented Supplies of Labor

• People flow to the work

– Some firms (Example: St. Luke’s Hospital) face a segmented labor

supply that involvessupply that involves

• Multiple sources of employees

• From multiple locations

• With multiple employment relationships

– This implies a company uses multiple sources of employees, from

multiple locations, with multiple employment relationships

– The level and mix of cash and benefits paid to each employee depends

on the source

– The segmented supply results in employees working the same jobs side

by side but earning significantly different pay
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Segmented Supplies of Labor (cont.)

• Work flows to the people

– On-site

– Off-siteOff site

– Offshore

Conclusions from Discussion

• Reality is complex; theory abstracts

• Segmented sources of labor means that determining pay levels and mix

requires understanding market conditions in different locationsrequires understanding market conditions in different locations

• Managers need to know:

– Jobs required to do the work

– Tasks to be performed

– Knowledge and behaviors required to perform them
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Organization Factors

• Industry and Technology in which an organisation competes influences

the technologies used. Labour-intensive industries tend to pay lower than

technology-intensive industriestechnology intensive industries

• Employer size: large organizations tend to pay more than smaller

organizations. This is consistent with the economic theory

• People’s preferences: organizations need to establish what pay forms

(health insurance, bonuses, pensions, etc.) employees value

• Organization strategy: Different organizations have different payg gy g y

strategies depending on their circumstances

Relevant Markets

• Managers needs to determine the relevant labour markets that are relevant

for pay purposes and establish appropriate competitive positions in these

markets

• Three factors determine relevant labor markets

– Occupation: skills/knowledge required

– Geography: willingness to relocate, commute or become virtual

employees

– Competitors: other employers in the same product/service and labour

marketsmarkets
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Relevant Markets (cont.)

• Employers choose their relevant markets based on

– Competitors – Products, location, and size

– Jobs – Skills and knowledge required and their importance to

organizational success

• Data from product market competitors likely to receive greater weight when:

– Employee skills are specific to the product market

– Labor costs are a large share of total costs

– Product demand is responsive to price changesp p g

– Supply of labor is not responsive to changes in pay

Competitive Pay Policy Alternatives

• Three conventional pay-level policies:

– To lead

– To meet

– To follow competition

• Newer policies emphasize flexibility among:

– Policies for different employee groups

– Pay forms for individual employees

– Elements of the employee relationship that company wishes to emphasize

i it t l titi liin its external competitiveness policy
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Lead Policy

Competitive Pay Policy Alternatives

Pay with 
Competition 

(Match)

Lag Policy

Flexible Policies

Employer of 
ChoiceShared Choice

Exhibit 7.8:  Probable Relationships Between 
External Pay Policies and Objectives  
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Pay with Competition (Match)

• Attempts to ensure an organization’s

– Wage costs are approximately equal to those of its product competitors

– Ability to attract potential employees will be approximately equal to its

labor market competitors

• Avoids placing an employer at a disadvantage in pricing products or in

maintaining a qualified work force

Lead Policy

• Maximizes the ability to attract and retain quality employees and minimizes

employee dissatisfaction with pay

• May also offset less attractive features of work

• If used only to hire new employees, may lead to dissatisfaction of current

employees

• May mask negative job attributes that contribute to high turnover later (e.g.

boring assignments or hostile colleagues)
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Lag Policy

• A policy of paying below-market rates

• May hinder a firm’s ability to attract potential employeesMay hinder a firm s ability to attract potential employees

• If pay level is lagged in return for promise of higher future returns

– May increase employee commitment

– Foster teamwork

– May possibly increase productivity

Flexible Policies

• Employers have more than one pay policy

• Policy may vary for different occupational families

• Alternative policies includeAlternative policies include

– Performance driven

– Market match: mimicking the pay mix competitors are paying

– Work/life balance

– Security
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Exhibit 7.9:  Pay-Mix Policy Alternatives

Employer of Choice/ Shared Choice

• Companies compete based on their overall reputation as a place to work

• Shared choice begins with traditional options of lead, meet, or lag

– Adds a second part – offers employees choices (within limits) in the payAdds a second part offers employees choices (within limits) in the pay

mix

• Similar to employer of choice in recognizing importance of both pay level

and mix

• Employees have more say in forms of pay received
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Exhibit 7.12:  Pay Mix Varies Within the 
Structure

Exhibit 7.13:  Some Consequences of Pay 
Levels
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Consequences of Pay-Level and Mix
Decisions

• Efficiency

• Fairness

• Compliance

Which Pay Policy Achieves
Competitive Advantage?

• Involves assessing consequences of different pay policy options

• Evidence:

P l l ff t t– Pay level affects costs

– Effects on productivity

– Effects on ability to attract and retain employees

• Possibility of achieving competitive advantage

– Message that pay level and mix signal to people
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Your turn

Answer the end of chapter 7 review questions
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COMPENSATION MANAGEMENTCOMPENSATION MANAGEMENT

CHAPTER 5 (Study unit 5)
Evaluating Work:
Job Evaluation

Chapter Topics

• Job-Based Structures: Job Evaluation

• Defining Job Evaluation: Content, Value, and External

Market Links

• “How-to”: Major Decisions
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Learning objectives

After studying Chapter 5, students should be able to:

Di th l ti hi b t i t l li t j b l i j b• Discuss the relationship between internal alignment, job analysis, job

evaluation, and job structure.

• Identify the major decisions involved in job evaluation.

• Compare the advantages and disadvantages of the most common job

evaluation methods.

Job-Based Structures: Job Evaluation

• Job evaluation – process of systematically determining the relative worth of

jobs to create a job structure for the organization

• The evaluation is based on a combination of:The evaluation is based on a combination of:

– Job content

– Skills required

– Value to the organization

– Organizational culture

– External market
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Exhibit 5.1: Many Ways to Create Internal Structure

Defining Job Evaluation: Content, Value, and 
External Market Links

• Content and value

Exchange value– Exchange value

– Content: the work that is performed and how it gets done

• Linking content with the external market

– Value of job content is based on what it can command in the external

market

• “Measure for measure” vs. “Much ado about nothing”. Exhibit 5.2 summarizes

the assumptions that underlie the perspectives on job evaluation
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Exhibit 5.2: Assumptions Underlying
Different Views of Job Evaluation

Defining Job Evaluation: Content, Value, and External 
Market Links (cont.)

“How-To”: Major decisions (Refer to Exhibit 5.3)

• Establish the purpose: Job evaluation is part of the process of establishing an

internally aligned pay structure

Supports organization strategy: Job evaluation aligns with the

organisation’s strategy by including what it is about work that adds value

– that contributes to pursuing the organisation’s strategy and achieving its

objectives

Supports work flow: Job evaluation supports work flow in two ways: (a) itpp pp y ( )

integrates each job’s pay with its relative contributions to the organization,

and it helps set pay for new, unique, or changing jobs
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Defining Job Evaluation: Content, Value, and External 
Market Links (cont.)

“How-To”: Major Decisions (cont)

Is fair to employees: Job evaluation can reduce disputes and grievances

over pay differences among jobs by establishing a workable, agreed-upon

structure that reduces the role of favoritism and bias in setting pay

Motivates behavior toward organization objectives: Job evaluation calls

out to employees what it is about their work that the organisation values,

what supports the organisation’s strategy and its success. Job evaluation

thus helps create the network of rewards (promotions challenging work)thus helps create the network of rewards (promotions, challenging work)

that motivates employees

Exhibit 5.3: Determining an Internally
Aligned Job Structure
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Defining Job Evaluation: Content, Value, and External
Market Links (cont.)

“How-To”: Major decisions (cont.)

• Single versus multiple plans

Characteristics of a benchmark job:

• Contents are well-known and relatively stable over time

• Job not unique to one employee

• A reasonable number of employees are involved in the job

Depth and breadth of jobp j

Refer Exhibit 5.4

• Choose among methods

Who Should be Involved?

• Managers and employees with a stake in the results should be involved

– Can include representatives from key operating functions, including

non-managerial employeesnon managerial employees

• Organizations with unions find including union representatives helps gain

acceptance

– Extent of union participation varies
• Design process matters

– Attending to fairness of design process and approach chosen likely to 
achieve employee and management commitment, trust, and acceptance 
of results
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Who Should be Involved? (cont.)

• Appeals/review procedures

– Inevitable that some jobs are incorrectly evaluated

– Requires review procedures for handling such cases and helping to

ensure procedural fairness

• “I know I speak for all of us when I say I speak for all of us”

– Procedures should be judged for their susceptibility to political

i flinfluences

Your turn

Answer the end of chapter 5 review questions
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COMPENSATION MANAGEMENTCOMPENSATION MANAGEMENT

Chapter 
4 Job Analysis

COMPENSATION MANAGEMENTCOMPENSATION MANAGEMENT

CHAPTER 4 (Study unit 4)
J b A l iJob Analysis

Chapter Topics

• Structures Based on Jobs, People, or Both

• Job-based Approach: Most Common

• Job Analysis Procedures

• What Information Should Be Collected?

• How Can the Information Be Collected?

• Job Descriptions Summarize the Data

• Job Analysis: Bedrock or Bureaucracy?

• Judging Job Analysis

• Your Turn: The Customer-Service Agent
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Learning objectives

After studying Chapter 3, students should be able to:

• Explain the importance of job analysis the uses of job analysis and the• Explain the importance of job analysis, the uses of job analysis, and the

relationship of job analysis to internal alignment.

• Discuss the key difference(s) between job-based, skill-based and competency-

based pay structures.

• Identify and describe the key components of the job-based approach to the job

analysis process.

• Discuss the difference(s) between the quantitative and conventional methods to

collect job analysis information.

• Describe the key criteria to judge job analysis.

Structures Based On Jobs, People, Or Both

• Job-based structures look at what people are doing and the expected

outcomes

• Skill- and competency based structures look at the personSkill and competency based structures look at the person
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Exhibit 4.1: Many Ways to Create Internal Structure

Job Analysis

The systematic process of collecting 
information that identifies 

similarities and differences in the 
workwork.
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Exhibit 4.3: Determining the
Internal Job Structure

Job-Based Approach: Most Common

• Why Perform Job Analysis?

– Potential uses for job analysis have been suggested for every major

personnel functionpersonnel function

• Type of job analysis data needed differs by function

– Internal structure based on job-related information provides a work-

related rationale for pay differences to both managers and employees
– In compensation, job analysis has two critical uses: 

• Establishes similarities and differences in the work contents of the 
jobs

• Helps establish an internally fair and aligned job structure
• Key issue for compensation decision makers:

– Ensuring that data collected are useful and acceptable to employees 
and managers involved
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Job Analysis Procedures

• Job analysis usually collects information about specific tasks or behaviors

– Position – a group of tasks performed by one person

– Job – made up from identical positionsJob made up from identical positions

– Job family – broadly similar jobs

• Traditional, stable structures are shrinking, but persist in many large

organizations

Exhibit 4.4: Job Analysis Terminology
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Exhibit 4.5: Conventional Job Analysis Procedures

What Information Should Be Collected?

• Job data: Identification

– Job titles, departments, the number of people who hold the job etc.

• Job data: Content

– Elemental tasks or units of work, with emphasis on the purpose of each

task

• Employee data

• “Essential elements” and the Employment Equity Act
– Requires that essential elements of a job – those that cannot be 

reassigned to other workers – must be specified for jobs covered by the 
legislationlegislation 

– Essential functions – the fundamental job duties of the employment 
position the individual with a disability holds or desires
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What Information Should Be Collected? (cont.)

• Level of analysis

– Level at which an analysis begins influences whether work is similar or

dissimilardissimilar

• Microscopic approach

• Broad, generic descriptions

– Countervailing view

• Promotion to a new job title is part of the organization's network of

returnsreturns

• Reducing title may reduce opportunities to reinforce positive

employee behavior

How Can the Information Be Collected?
• Conventional methods

– Questionnaires and interviews

• Advantages: involvement increases understanding of process

• Disadvantage: open to bias and favoritism• Disadvantage: open to bias and favoritism

• Potential subjectivity and huge amount of time the process takes

this method has given way to more quantitative (and systematic)

data collection

• Quantitative methods

– Web sites where questionnaires are completed online

• Advantages: practical and cost-effective

• Disadvantages: 

– Important aspects of a job may be omitted
– Resulting job descriptions can be faulty
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How Can the Information Be Collected? (cont.)

• Who collects the information?

• Who provides the information?

• What about discrepancies?

• Top management (and union) support 
is critical

Job Descriptions Summarize The Data

• Job description – information collected is summarized and documented in a

way that will be useful for HR decisions, including job evaluations

– Job specifications – knowledge, skills, and abilities required toJob specifications knowledge, skills, and abilities required to

adequately perform the tasks

• Describing managerial/professional jobs – more-detailed information on the

nature of the job, its scope, and accountability

• Verify the description
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Job Analysis: Bedrock or Bureaucracy

• Reducing number of different jobs and cross-training employees makes

work content more fluid and employees more flexible

• Generic job descriptions provide flexibility in moving people among tasksGeneric job descriptions provide flexibility in moving people among tasks

without adjusting pay

• Traditional job analysis making fine distinctions among levels of jobs could

reinforce rigidity

• Analyzing work content is now conducted as part of work flow and supply

chain analysis

Judging Job Analysis

• Reliability

Measure of consistency of results among various analysts various– Measure of consistency of results among various analysts, various

methods, various sources of data, or over time

• Validity

– Examines the convergence of results among sources of data and methods

• Acceptability

• Usefulness

– Practicality of information collected
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A Judgment Call
• Work-related information is needed to determine pay, and differences in

work determine pay differences – no satisfactory substitute

• Real issue should be:• Real issue should be:

– “How much detail is needed to make these pay decisions?”

Your turn

Answer the end of chapter 4 review questions
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Chapter 
4 Job Analysis

COMPENSATION MANAGEMENTCOMPENSATION MANAGEMENT

CHAPTER 4 (Study unit 4)
J b A l iJob Analysis

Chapter Topics

• Structures Based on Jobs, People, or Both

• Job-based Approach: Most Common

• Job Analysis Procedures

• What Information Should Be Collected?

• How Can the Information Be Collected?

• Job Descriptions Summarize the Data

• Job Analysis: Bedrock or Bureaucracy?

• Judging Job Analysis

• Your Turn: The Customer-Service Agent
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Learning objectives

After studying Chapter 3, students should be able to:

• Explain the importance of job analysis the uses of job analysis and the• Explain the importance of job analysis, the uses of job analysis, and the

relationship of job analysis to internal alignment.

• Discuss the key difference(s) between job-based, skill-based and competency-

based pay structures.

• Identify and describe the key components of the job-based approach to the job

analysis process.

• Discuss the difference(s) between the quantitative and conventional methods to

collect job analysis information.

• Describe the key criteria to judge job analysis.

Structures Based On Jobs, People, Or Both

• Job-based structures look at what people are doing and the expected

outcomes

• Skill- and competency based structures look at the personSkill and competency based structures look at the person
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Exhibit 4.1: Many Ways to Create Internal Structure

Job Analysis

The systematic process of collecting 
information that identifies 

similarities and differences in the 
workwork.
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Exhibit 4.3: Determining the
Internal Job Structure

Job-Based Approach: Most Common

• Why Perform Job Analysis?

– Potential uses for job analysis have been suggested for every major

personnel functionpersonnel function

• Type of job analysis data needed differs by function

– Internal structure based on job-related information provides a work-

related rationale for pay differences to both managers and employees
– In compensation, job analysis has two critical uses: 

• Establishes similarities and differences in the work contents of the 
jobs

• Helps establish an internally fair and aligned job structure
• Key issue for compensation decision makers:

– Ensuring that data collected are useful and acceptable to employees 
and managers involved
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Job Analysis Procedures

• Job analysis usually collects information about specific tasks or behaviors

– Position – a group of tasks performed by one person

– Job – made up from identical positionsJob made up from identical positions

– Job family – broadly similar jobs

• Traditional, stable structures are shrinking, but persist in many large

organizations

Exhibit 4.4: Job Analysis Terminology
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Exhibit 4.5: Conventional Job Analysis Procedures

What Information Should Be Collected?

• Job data: Identification

– Job titles, departments, the number of people who hold the job etc.

• Job data: Content

– Elemental tasks or units of work, with emphasis on the purpose of each

task

• Employee data

• “Essential elements” and the Employment Equity Act
– Requires that essential elements of a job – those that cannot be 

reassigned to other workers – must be specified for jobs covered by the 
legislationlegislation 

– Essential functions – the fundamental job duties of the employment 
position the individual with a disability holds or desires
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What Information Should Be Collected? (cont.)

• Level of analysis

– Level at which an analysis begins influences whether work is similar or

dissimilardissimilar

• Microscopic approach

• Broad, generic descriptions

– Countervailing view

• Promotion to a new job title is part of the organization's network of

returnsreturns

• Reducing title may reduce opportunities to reinforce positive

employee behavior

How Can the Information Be Collected?
• Conventional methods

– Questionnaires and interviews

• Advantages: involvement increases understanding of process

• Disadvantage: open to bias and favoritism• Disadvantage: open to bias and favoritism

• Potential subjectivity and huge amount of time the process takes

this method has given way to more quantitative (and systematic)

data collection

• Quantitative methods

– Web sites where questionnaires are completed online

• Advantages: practical and cost-effective

• Disadvantages: 

– Important aspects of a job may be omitted
– Resulting job descriptions can be faulty
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How Can the Information Be Collected? (cont.)

• Who collects the information?

• Who provides the information?

• What about discrepancies?

• Top management (and union) support 
is critical

Job Descriptions Summarize The Data

• Job description – information collected is summarized and documented in a

way that will be useful for HR decisions, including job evaluations

– Job specifications – knowledge, skills, and abilities required toJob specifications knowledge, skills, and abilities required to

adequately perform the tasks

• Describing managerial/professional jobs – more-detailed information on the

nature of the job, its scope, and accountability

• Verify the description
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Job Analysis: Bedrock or Bureaucracy

• Reducing number of different jobs and cross-training employees makes

work content more fluid and employees more flexible

• Generic job descriptions provide flexibility in moving people among tasksGeneric job descriptions provide flexibility in moving people among tasks

without adjusting pay

• Traditional job analysis making fine distinctions among levels of jobs could

reinforce rigidity

• Analyzing work content is now conducted as part of work flow and supply

chain analysis

Judging Job Analysis

• Reliability

Measure of consistency of results among various analysts various– Measure of consistency of results among various analysts, various

methods, various sources of data, or over time

• Validity

– Examines the convergence of results among sources of data and methods

• Acceptability

• Usefulness

– Practicality of information collected
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A Judgment Call
• Work-related information is needed to determine pay, and differences in

work determine pay differences – no satisfactory substitute

• Real issue should be:• Real issue should be:

– “How much detail is needed to make these pay decisions?”

Your turn

Answer the end of chapter 4 review questions
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COMPENSATION MANAGEMENTCOMPENSATION MANAGEMENT

CHAPTER 3 (Study unit 3)CHAPTER 3 (Study unit 3)
D fi i I t l Ali tD fi i I t l Ali tDefining Internal AlignmentDefining Internal Alignment

1

Chapter Topics

• Compensation Strategy: Internal Alignment

• Structures Vary Among Organizationsy g g

• What Shapes Internal Structures?

• Strategic Choices in Designing Internal Structures

• Guidance from the EvidenceGuidance from the Evidence

• Consequences of Structures

2
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Learning Objectives

After studying Chapter 3, students should be able to:

• Explain why internal alignment is an important pay policy issue and how to evaluate

internal alignment.

• Discuss the three (3) key factors that define an internal pay structures.

• Identify and describe how external and organization factors shape the design of pay

structures.

• Discuss the pros and cons of egalitarian and hierarchical structures and how they

relate to an organization’s strategy.

• Describe the key effects associated with an internally aligned pay structureDescribe the key effects associated with an internally aligned pay structure.

• Discuss the impact of internal pay structures on efficiency, fairness, and compliance

in the pay system.

3

Compensation Strategy:
Internal Alignment

• Issues in a strategic approach to pay

– Setting objectives

– Internal alignmentInternal alignment

• Addresses relationships inside the organization

• The relationships form a pay structure that should:

Support the organization strategy

Support the work flow

Motivate behavior toward organization objectives

4
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Internal alignment, often called 
internal equity, refers to the pay 

relationships among different 
jobs/skills/competencies within  a 

single organizationsingle organization.

5

Pay structure refers to the array of 
pay rates for different work or skills 
within a single organization.

The number of levels, the 
differentials in pay between the ff p y
levels, and the criteria used to 

determine those differences describe 
the structure.

6
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Compensation  Strategy:
Internal Alignment (cont.)

• Supports organization strategy

• Supports work flow

– Work flow: The process by which goods and services are delivered to

the customer

– The pay structure ought to support the efficient flow of that work and

the design of the organisation

• Motivates behavior

– The structure ought to make clear the relationship between each job

and the organisation’s objectives: Line of sightand the organisation s objectives: Line-of-sight

– Employees should be able to “see” the links between their work, the

work of others, and the organisation’s objectives

– Structure must be fair to employees

7

Structures Vary Among Organizations

An internal pay structure can be defined by

– Number of levels of work

– Pay differentials between the levels

– Criteria or basis used to determine those levels and differentials

8
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Levels

• Pay structure is hierarchical in nature, based on:

– Number of levels

– Reporting relationshipsReporting relationships

9

Differentials

• The pay differences among levels

• Pay is determined by:

– Knowledge/ skills involvedKnowledge/ skills involved

– Working conditions

– Valued addition to the company

• Intention of these differentials:

– To motivate people to strive for promotion to a higher-paying level

10
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Criteria: Content and Value

• Content – the work performed in a job and how it gets done (tasks,

behaviors, knowledge required, etc.)

– Structure ranks jobs on – skills required, complexity of tasks, problemStructure ranks jobs on skills required, complexity of tasks, problem

solving, and/or responsibility

• Value – the worth of the work; its relative contribution to the organization

objectives

– Structure focuses on – relative contribution of these skills, tasks, and

responsibilities to the organization's goals

– Can include external market value

11

Use Value and Exchange Value

• Use value – the value of goods or services an employee produces in a job

• Exchange value – whatever wage the employer and employee agrees on

for a jobfor a job

• Difference between exchange value and use value surfaces when one firm

acquires another

12
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Job- and Person-Based Structures

• Job-based structures relies on the work content – tasks, behaviors,

responsibilities

• Person-based structure shifts the focus to the employeePerson based structure shifts the focus to the employee

– Skills, knowledge, or competencies the employee possesses

– Whether or not they are used in the particular job

• In reality, both job-and-person-based structures are included

13

Exhibit: 3.4: What Shapes Internal Structures?

14
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What Shapes Internal Structures? 
External Factors

• Economic pressures

– Early advocates: Adam Smith, Karl Marx

– Marginal productivity: Employers do in fact pay use value:

Unless an employee can produce a value equal to the value

received in wages/salary, it will not be worthwhile to hire the

employee

One job is paid more or less than another due to differences in

relative productivity of the job and/or differences in how much a

customer values the output

Thus: Differences in productivity provide a rationale for the internal

pay structure

– Supply and demand for labor and products affect internal structures

15

What Shapes Internal Structures? 
External Factors (cont.)

• Government policies, laws, and regulations

– Employment Equity Act and Affirmative Action requires “equal pay for

equal work”

Li i– Living wage

• External stakeholders

– Have a stake in how internal pay structures are determined

– Internal alignment focuses on pay differentials within an organization

• Cultures and customs

C l h l i f i i f i h– Culture – the mental programming for processing information that

people share in common

– Global competition and an aging workforce has made age-based pay an

expensive affair

16
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What Shapes Internal Structures? 
Organizational Factors

• Organization strategy

– Aligned yet adaptable pay structures may be required– Aligned, yet adaptable pay structures may be required

• Organization's human capital

– Education

– Experience

– Knowledge

– Abilities

– Skills required to perform the work

17

What Shapes Internal Structures? 
Organizational Factors (cont.)

• Organization work design

– Technology used in producing goods and services influences

• Organizational designOrganizational design

• Work to be performed

• Skills/Knowledge required to perform work
– Temporary work supplier
– Outsourcing specialists

• Pay for employees under both practices based on internal structure 
of home employer

– Delayering
• Cuts unnecessary, non-contributing work
• Adds work to other jobs, enlarges them, changes the job’s value 

and structure

18
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What Shapes Internal Structures? 
Organizational Factors (cont.)

• Overall HR policies
– Feeling of ‘career progress’

19

What Shapes Internal Structures? 
Combining External and Organization Factors

• Internal labor markets

– Rules and procedures that

• Determine pay for different jobs within a single organization

• Allocate employees among those different jobs

• Employee acceptance

– Employees make comparisons to assess the fairness of an internal pay

structure

– They compare both with other jobs in the same internal structure and

with the pay for their job in the external marketp y j

– Sources of fairness: Procedural, and distributive justice

– Procedural: process by which a decision is reached

– Distributive: the fairness of the decision

20
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What Shapes Internal Structures? 
Combining External and Organization Factors (cont)

• Employee acceptance (cont)

– Applied to internal structure, procedural justice addresses how designApplied to internal structure, procedural justice addresses how design

and administration decisions are made and whether procedures are

applied in a consistent manner. Distributive justice addresses whether

the actual pay differences among employees are acceptable

• Pay structures change

– ‘Change-and-congeal” process

21

Guidance from the Evidence

• Equity theory: Fairness

– Research suggests that employees judge fairness by multiple

comparisons

• Comparing to jobs similar to their own

• Comparing their job to others at the same employer

• Comparing their jobs’ pay against external pay levels• Comparing their jobs pay against external pay levels

22
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Guidance from the Evidence (cont.)

• Tournament theory: Motivation and performance

– All players will play better in the first tournament, where the prize

differentials are larger

– Greater difference between an employee’s salary and the boss’s, harder

he/she will work

– Several studies have given rise to “winner-takes-all”

D t di tl dd t– Does not directly address turnover

• Institutional Model: Copy Others

– Very few “first movers”

23

Exhibit 3.8: Some Consequences of an
Internally Aligned Structure

2424
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(More) Guidance from the Evidence

• Impact of internal structures depends on context in which they operate

• More hierarchical structures are related to greater performance when the

work flow depends on individual contributors

• High performers quit less under more hierarchical systems when:

– Pay is based on performance rather than seniority

– When people have knowledge of the structure

• When close collaboration and sharing of knowledge are required, more

egalitarian structures are related to greater performance

• Impact of any internal structure on organization performance is affected by

other dimensions of the pay model
– Pay levels (competitiveness)
– Employee performance (contributions)
– Employee knowledge of the pay structure (management)

25

Consequences of Structures

Importance of internal alignment

– Efficiency

• Pay structures imply future returnsPay structures imply future returns

– Fairness

• For fair (sizable) differentials

• Against fair (sizable) differentials

– Compliance

• Comply with regulation of the country

26
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Your turn

Answer the end of chapter 3 review questions

27
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COMPENSATION MANAGEMENTCOMPENSATION MANAGEMENT

CHAPTER 2 (Study unit 2)
St t Th T t lit f D i iStrategy: The Totality of Decisions

1

Chapter Topics

• Similarities and Differences in Strategies

• Strategic Choices

• Support Business Strategy

• The Pay Model Guides Strategic Pay Decisions

• Developing a Total Compensation Strategy: Four Steps

2
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Chapter Topics (cont.)

• Source of Competitive Advantage:  Three Tests

• “Best Practices” versus “Best Fit”

• Guidance from the Evidence

• Virtuous and Vicious Circles

• Your Turn: Mapping Compensation Strategiespp g p g

• Still Your Turn: Pay Matters (Productivity Does, Too)

3

Exhibit 2.1: Three Compensation Strategies

4
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Learning Objectives

After studying Chapter 2, students should be able to:

• Explain the idea of a strategic perspective to compensation.

• Identify the five dimensions of a compensation strategy and how a

compensation strategy can support an organization’s strategy.

• Discuss how the pay model guides strategic pay decisions.

• Understand the four steps involved in developing a total compensation strategy.

• Discuss how three tests can be used to determine if a pay strategy can be a

source of competitive advantage.sou ce o co pet t e ad a tage

• Describe the key arguments related to the two approaches – best-fit vs. best-

practices – in developing a compensation strategy and system.

5

Similarities and Differences
in Strategies

• Different strategies within the same industry

• Different strategies within the same company

• “Let the market decide our compensation” philosophy is untenable in the• Let the market decide our compensation philosophy is untenable in the

real world, especially in global environments

THUS: A strategic perspective on compensation is more complex

than it first appears

6
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Strategic Choices

• Strategy refers to the fundamental directions that an organization chooses

C l l “Wh b i h ld b i ?”– Corporate level: “What business should we be in?”

– Business unit level: “How to gain and sustain competitive advantage?”

– Functional level: “How should total compensation help gain and sustain

competitive advantage?”

– A strategic perspective focuses on those compensation choices that

help the organization gain and sustain competitive advantage

7

Exhibit 2.2: Strategic Choices

8
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Support Business Strategy

• Pay systems should align with the organization's business strategy

– Based on contingency notions: Differences in a company’s business

strategy should be supported by corresponding differences in its human

i l di iresource strategy, including compensation

– Underlying premise: the greater the alignment (fit) between the

organisation and the compensation system, the more effective the

organisation

9

Support Business Strategy (cont)

• Compensation systems can be tailored to:

– Innovator business strategy: stresses new products and short response

time to marketstime to markets

– Cost cutter business strategy : efficiency focused strategy and stresses

doing more with less by minimizing costs, encouraging productivity

increases and specifying in greater detail exactly how jobs should be

performed

– Customer-focused business strategy: stresses delighting customers

and bases employee pay on how well they do this

(Refer to Exhibit 2.3)

10
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Exhibit 2.3: Tailor the Compensation System 
to the Strategy

11

Five Strategic Guidelines for Compensation 
Choices

• Objectives – how should compensation 
support the business strategy and be 
adaptive to the cultural and regulatory 
pressures in a global environment?

Internal Alignment How differently should• Internal Alignment – How differently should 
the different types and levels of skills and 
work be paid within the organisation?

• External Competitiveness – how should 
total compensation be positioned against 
competitors?

• Employee Contributions: should pay 
i b b d i di id l d/increases be based on individual and/or 
team performance or experience and/or 
each business unit’s performance?

• Management: How open and transparent 
should the pay decisions be to all 
employees?

12
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The Pay Model Guides Strategic Pay 
Decisions

• Decisions based on the five strategic compensation choices of the pay

model, taken together, form a pattern that becomes an organization's

compensation strategycompensation strategy

– Stated versus Unstated Strategies

13

Example: The Strategic Compensation Decisions 
Facing Whole Foods

• Objectives: How should compensation support business strategy

and be adaptive to the cultural and regulatory global environment?

Whole Foods’ Objectives

– Increase shareholder value through profits and growth

– Go to extraordinary lengths to satisfy and delight customers

– Seek and engage employees who are going to help the

kcompany make money

14
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Example: The Strategic Compensation Decisions 
Facing Whole Foods (cont.)

• Internal Alignment: How differently should the various types and levels of

skills and work be paid within the organization?

Whole Foods’ Approach
– Store operations are organized around eight to ten self-managed teams

– Egalitarian, shared-fate philosophy – executive salaries do not exceed

14 times the average pay of full-time employees

– All full-time employees qualify for stock options, and 94 percent of thep y q y p , p

company's options go to non-executive employees

15

Example: The Strategic Compensation Decisions 
Facing Whole Foods (cont.)

• External competitiveness: How should total compensation be positioned

against our competitors? What forms of compensation should we use?

Whole Foods’ Approach

– Offer a unique deal compared to competitors

– Provide health insurance for all full-time employees

– 20 hours of paid time a year to do volunteer work

16
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Example: The Strategic Compensation Decisions 
Facing Whole Foods (cont.)

• Employee contributions: Should pay increases be based on individual

and/or team performance, on experience and/or continuous learning, on

improved skills, on changes in cost of living, on personal needs, and/or onimproved skills, on changes in cost of living, on personal needs, and/or on

each business unit’s performance?

Whole Foods’ Approach

– A shared fate – every four weeks, assess the performance of each

teamteam

– Top teams get an extra R1.50 to R2.00 an hour in the next pay period

17

Example: The Strategic Compensation Decisions 
Facing Whole Foods (cont.)

• Management: How open and transparent should pay decisions be to all

employees? Who should be involved in designing and managing the

system?system?

Whole Foods’ Approach

– “No-secrets” management; every store has a book listing the previous

year's pay for every employee including executives

– “You Decide” – employees recently voted to pick their health insurance

rather than having one imposed by leadershiprather than having one imposed by leadership

18
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Exhibit 2.5: Key Steps In Formulating a Total 
Compensation Strategy

19

Developing A Total Compensation Strategy: Four 
Steps

• Step 1: Assess total compensation implications
S• Step 2: Map a total compensation strategy

• Steps 3: Implement strategy
• Step 4: Reassess

20
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Step 1: Assess Total Compensation 
Implications

• Competitive Dynamics – Understand the Business

– To cope with turbulent competitive dynamics, focus on what factors are
important in the business environment:important in the business environment:

• Changing customer needs
• Competitors’ actions
• Changing labor market conditions
• Changing Laws
• Globalization

– Competitive dynamics can be assessed globally
• Culture/values• Culture/values

– A pay system reflects the values that guide an employer's behavior and

underlie its treatment of employees

– The pay system mirrors the company’s image and reputation

21

Step 1: Assess Total Compensation Implications 
(cont.)

• Social and political context

– Context refers to legal and regulatory requirements, cultural differences,

changing workforce, demographics, expectations etc.changing workforce, demographics, expectations etc.

– Affects compensation choices

– Governments are major stakeholders in determining compensation:

Lobbying to influence laws and regulations is also part of compensation

strategies

– From a strategic perspective: Managers of compensation may try to

shape the sociopolitical environment as well as be shaped by it

• Employee preferences

– How to better satisfy individual needs and preferences

– Offering more choice is one approach

22
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• Union preferences
– Pay strategies need to be adapted to the nature of the union-management

relationship

Unions' interests can differ (i e protected retirement and health care plans)

Step 1: Assess Total Compensation Implications 
(cont.)

– Unions interests can differ (i.e. protected retirement and health care plans)

– Compensation deals with unions can be costly to change

• Prominence of pay in overall HR strategy: Supporting player or

catalyst for change
– Pay strategy is influenced by how it fits with other HR systems

– High-performance systems

Hi h kill/k l d i t• High skill/knowledge requirements

• Work designed so that employee teams enjoy discretion in making decisions

and continue to learn

• Pay systems based on performance

– Pay can be a supporting player or a catalyst for change
23

Step 2: Map a Total Compensation Strategy

• Mapping is used in marketing to clarify and communicate a product's

identityidentity

• Offers picture of a company’s compensation strategy based on the five

choices in the pay model

• Clarifies the message the company is trying to establish with its

compensation system

• Maps do not tell which strategy is the “best”, providing rather framework and

guidance

24
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Steps 3 and 4: Implement and Reassess

• Step 3

– Involves implementing strategy through the design and execution of

compensation systemcompensation system

• Step 4

– Reassess and realign, closes the loop and recognizes that the strategy

must be changing to fit changing conditions

– Involves periodic reassessment

25

Sources of Competitive Advantage: Three Tests

• Three tests determine if a pay strategy is a source of advantage

Is it aligned?

Does it differentiate?

Does it add value?

– Calculate the return on investment (ROI) Which
hat is 

unique?

26
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Best Practices” Versus “Best Fit”?

Best Practices
• Assumptions

Best Fit
• If design of pay system

– A set of best-pay practices

exists

– Practices can be applied

universally across all situations

– Results in better performance

with almost any business

– Reflects company’s strategy and

values

– Is responsive to employees’ and

unions’ needs

– Is globally competitive

Company is more likely toy

strategy

p y y

achieve competitive advantage

27

Guidance from the Evidence

Consistent research evidence that the following practices do matter to the

organization's objectives

• Internal alignmentInternal alignment

Pay differences among internal jobs can affect results

• External competitiveness

Paying higher than average paid by competitors can affect results

• Employee contributions

Performance-based pay can affect results

28
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Guidance from the Evidence (cont.)

• Managing compensation

Need to consider all dimensions of pay strategy

Therefore not focusing only on pay for performance or internal payTherefore not focusing only on pay for performance or internal pay

differences

• Compensation strategy

Embedding compensation strategy within the broader HR strategy

affects results

“What practices pay off best under what conditions” is an important question to
be answered

29

Virtuous and Vicious Circles

• One study concluded that how you pay also matters as much as how much

you pay

• Studies conclude that performance-based pay that shares success withStudies conclude that performance based pay that shares success with

employees improves employee attitudes, behaviors, performance –

especially when combined with high-performance practices

• Performance-based pay can be the best practice under right circumstances

• Think of pay as part of a circle (Refer to Exhibit 2.9 below)

30
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Exhibit 2.9: Virtuous and Vicious Circles (cont.)

31

Virtuous and Vicious Circles (cont.)

• Exhibit 2.9 (a) suggest that performance-based pay work best when there is

success to share

• An organisation whose profits or market share is increasing is able to pay

l b d k dlarger bonuses and stock awards

• Paying these bonuses fairly improves employee attitudes and work

behaviours, which in turn improves their performance

• The circle gains upward momentum. Employees receive returns that

compensate for the risks they take.

• Employees behave like owners, since they are sharing in the organisation’s

success

32
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Virtuous and Vicious Circles (cont.)

• Exhibit 2.9 (b) suggest that when organisation performance declines,

performance-based pay plans do not pay off (there are no bonuses, and the

value of their stock declines – with potentially negative effects on

i i forganisation performance

• Declining organisation performance increases the risks facing employees –

risk of still smaller bonuses, demotions, and even layoffs

• Unless the increased risks are offset by larger returns, the risk-return

imbalance will reinforce declining employee attitudes and speed the

downward spiral

33

Your turn

Answer the end of chapter 2 review questions

34



Chapter Topics

• Major Decisions
• Specify Competitive Pay Policy
• The Purpose of a Survey
COMPENSATION MANAGEMENT

p y
• Select Relevant Market Competitors
• Design the Survey
• Interpret Survey Results and Construct a Market line• Interpret Survey Results and Construct a Market     line
• From Policy to Practice: The Pay-Policy LineCHAPTER 15 (Study unit 11)
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Chapter Topics

• The Impact of Unions in Wage Determination

• Unions and Alternative Reward Systems



Impact of Unions in Wage Determination

I t l d b fit l l• Impact on general wage and benefit levels

• Impact on structure of wages

• Impact on non-union firms, spillover effect

• Impact on wage and salary policies

and practices in unionized firms



Union Impact on General Wage Levels

• Unions do make a difference in wages

– Union workers earn between 8.9% and 12.4% more than nonunion 

workers

• Size of gap varies from year to year

– During periods of higher unemployment, impact of unions is larger

– During strong economies, union-nonunion gap is smaller

• Union-nonunion wage differentials in public sector

– Union employees earn about 22% more than their nonunion 

counterparts



Structure of Wage Packages
Three dimensions related to wage structure

– Division between direct wages and employee benefits: In unionized

companies, voluntary benefits amount to 36.9% of the total compensation

package and 27.8% for nonunion employees

– Evolution of two-tier pay plans: two-tier wage structures differentiate payEvolution of two tier pay plans: two tier wage structures differentiate pay

based upon hiring date. From management’s perspective, wage tiers

represent a viable alternative compensation strategyrepresent a viable alternative compensation strategy

– Relationship between worker wages and pay of managers in union and

nonunion environments: the gap between workers and their managers is

23% smaller in unionized companies



Wage Structure:  Division Between Direct 
Wages and Employee Benefits

• Presence of unions adds 20-30% to employee benefits

• Greater percentage of total wage bill allocated to employee benefits

– Union workers: 36.9% of total compensation package

– Nonunion workers: 27.8%Nonunion workers: 27.8%

– Higher costs due to – higher pension expenditures, and higher insurance

benefitsbenefits



Wage Structure:  Two-Tier Pay Plans

• Two-tier pay structures are a phenomenon of union sector

– Contract differentiates pay based upon hire date

– Employees hired after a target date will receive lower wages than theirEmployees hired after a target date will receive lower wages than their

higher-seniority peers in similar jobs

• From management’s view wage tiers are a viable alternative pay strategy• From management s view, wage tiers are a viable alternative pay strategy

– Cost control strategy to allow expansion or investment

C t tti d i t ll i i l– Cost-cutting device to allow economic survival



Wage Structure:  Two-Tier Pay Plans (cont.)

• From a union’s perspective, wage tiers are viewed as less painful than

– Wage freezes

– Staff cuts among existing employees

• However, tradeoff bargained away equivalent wage treatment for future

employees



Wage Structure:  Wages of Workers vs. Pay 
of Managers

E idence indicates gap bet een orkers and their managers is 23% smaller• Evidence indicates gap between workers and their managers is 23% smaller

in unionized firms

• Managers in union firms receive higher wages than nonunion managers

• Narrowing of gap arises because worker wages increase faster thanNarrowing of gap arises because worker wages increase faster than

managerial wages in unionized firms



Union Impact: The Spillover Effect

• Employers seek to avoid unionization by offering workers wages, benefits, and

working conditions won in rival unionized firms

• Outcomes

Nonunion management continues to enjoy freedom from union– Nonunion management continues to enjoy freedom from union

“interference” in decision making

– Workers receive “spillover” of rewards obtained by unionized counterparts



Role of Unions in Wage and Salary Policies 
and Practices

R l f i i d i i t i ti i tli d i t t• Role of unions in administering compensation is outlined in contract

• Basis of pay

R l– Regular pay

– Overtime pay

– Pay for nonstandard shifts

– Incentive pay

• Occupation-wage differentials

• Experience/merit differentials

– Automatic progression based on seniority

– Merit

– Combination of automatic and merit progression



Role of Unions in Wage and Salary Policies 
and Practices (cont.)( )

• Other differentials

– Pay to unionized employees employed by firm in different geographic

areas

– Part-time and temporary employees

• Vacations and holidays

• Wage adjustment provisions

Deferred wage increases– Deferred wage increases

– Re-opener clauses

– Cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs) or escalator clauses



Unions and Alternative Reward Systems

• When employers face extreme competitive pressures, unions are

receptive to alternative reward systems linking pay to performance

• Union stipulationsp

– Equity issue involves use of group-based measures with equal

payoutspayouts

– Minimize bias

U f bj ti f i i i d fi• Use of objective performance measures in unionized firms

• Use of measures based on past performance

• 20 percent of all U.S. collective bargaining agreements permit some

alternative reward system



Types of Alternative Reward Systems

• Lump-sum awards

– Given in lieu of merit increases

• Employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs)

– Give employees part ownership in companyGive employees part ownership in company

• Pay-for-knowledge plans

– Pay employees more for learning a variety of different jobs or skills– Pay employees more for learning a variety of different jobs or skills

• Gain-sharing plans

Align workers and management in efforts to streamline operations and– Align workers and management in efforts to streamline operations and

cut costs

Profit sharing plans• Profit sharing plans

– Allows union members to share wealth with more profitable firms



Exhibit 15.2:  Union Perceptions of Gain 
Sharing



Your turn

Answer the end of chapter 15 review questions 
and self-evaluation questions in the study guideand self evaluation questions in the study guide


